How they contribute to society through science and technology?

“Materials and Production” Field
Contribution to the advancement of today’s information society
“By developing ‘chemically amplified resist’ polymer materials which enabled the drastic miniaturization of microprocessors/memory chips and great improvement of production process”

Prof. C. Grant Willson
USA

Prof. Jean M. J. Fréchet
USA

“Biological Production and Biological Environment” Field
Contribution to the global marine environmental conservation
“By advancing marine biodiversity research and establishing the scientific basis through elucidating deep sea chemosynthetic ecosystems”

Dr. John Frederick Grassle
USA

2013 Japan Prize Laureates

This is an important element in the Japan Prize selection criteria.
The Japan Prize is awarded to scientists and engineers from around the world who are recognized as having achieved original and dramatic accomplishments that greatly enhance the progress of science and technology, thereby contributing to the peace and prosperity of mankind.

Search for “Japan Prize” to access announcement of the 2013 laureates.
www.japanprize.jp
What can RabMAbs® do for you?

Rabbit Monoclonal Antibodies (RabMAbs) offer multiple advantages to bring you the highest quality antibody possible.

#3 Excellent for IHC
#4 High Affinity
#5 High Specificity
#6 Novel Epitopes

*RabMAbs® consistently show higher affinity, with K<sub>d</sub> values which can often reach the picomolar level (10<sup>-12</sup> M), effectively eliminating the need for further affinity maturation (1).

Antibody affinity comparison by K<sub>d</sub> value for a typical RabMAb vs. traditional mouse monoclonal antibodies.


Try a RabMAb and discover more at abcam.com/rabmabs-advantages
Explore the fascinating new world of QIAGEN®

Virtual showroom and application labs

Enjoy discovering innovative sample and assay technologies at new QIAGEN.com

- Experience new dimensions
- Discover fascinating innovations
- Relevant for your personal applications

Scan the code with your iPad, or go to www.qiagen.com/qiagen-experience.
Make ends meet.

Gibson Assembly™ Cloning Kit

New England Biolabs has revolutionized your laboratory’s standard cloning methodology. The Gibson Assembly Cloning Kit combines the power of the Gibson Assembly Master Mix with NEB 5-alpha Competent E. coli, enabling fragment assembly and transformation in just under two hours. Save time, without sacrificing efficiency.

Making ends meet is now quicker and easier than ever before, with the Gibson Assembly Cloning Kit from NEB.

Visit NEBGibson.com to view the latest tutorials and to try our primer design tool.

Gibson Assembly Cloning Kit provides robust transformation efficiencies

Assembly reactions containing 25 ng of linear pUC19 vector and 0.04 pmol of each fragment were performed following individual suppliers’ recommended protocols and using the competent cells provided with the kit. The total number of recombinant colonies was calculated per 25 ng of linear pUC19 vector added to the assembly reaction.

IN-FUSION® is a registered trademark of Clontech Laboratories, Inc.
GENEART® is a registered trademark of Life Technologies, Inc.
GIBSON ASSEMBLY™ is a trademark of Synthetic Genomics, Inc.

Some components of this product are manufactured by New England Biolabs, Inc. under license from Synthetic Genomics, Inc.
BLItz brilliantly packs the power of Dip and Read™ label-free analysis into a personal assay system. Give BLItz a drop of your sample and it does the rest!

- Protein presence/absence in seconds
- Binding kinetics assays at your bench
- Protein quantitation in seconds
- Develop immunoassays in minutes
- Easily analyze crude samples

Cleverly priced under $20K so you can have your own little genius.

Want to try BLItz in your lab? Visit BlitzMeNow.com or call 855.BLITZ.ME.
STAY INFORMED! STAY CONNECTED!

Get more from your AAAS membership

Are you currently registered to receive e-mails from AAAS and Science? E-mail is the primary way that AAAS communicates with our members about AAAS programs, new member benefits, invitations to special events, and, of course, the latest news and research being published in Science.

Sign up today to ensure that you are getting the most out of your membership and Science subscription. To get started visit: promo.aaas.org/stayconnected. You’ll need your AAAS Member number. Find it above your name on your Science mailing label.

Don’t miss a thing. Sign up for e-mail communications from AAAS today!

*AAAS follows CAN-SPAM and European Safe Harbor guidelines for protecting your privacy. We will never sell your e-mail address and you can opt-out of receiving e-mails at any time.

**LAMBDA DG-4/DG-5 PLUS**

High Speed Wavelength Switcher

This complete illumination system with improved digital servo technology allows 30% greater light output and switching times of up to 0.5msec. The unique optical design uses modern interference filters, providing integral blocking characteristics 1000 times better than typical monochromators.

**FEATURES**

- Complete system for wavelength switching
- Switches in 0.5msec
- Integral shuttering
- Integral neutral density filtering
- Two outputs for monitoring filter position
- Turbo blanking
- Video sync pulsed ring buffer

SUTTER INSTRUMENT

PHONE: 415.883.0128 | FAX: 415.883.0572
EMAIL: INFO@SUTTER.COM | WWW.SUTTER.COM

---

**Science Classic**

Digital Archives of Science 1880–1996

Fully integrated with Science Online (1997–Current Issue)

Recommend Science Classic to your institution’s library.

ScienceOnline.org/recommend

ScienceClassic.org
LARGE-WELL MICROPLATES
Offering 24 high-volume (3.1 mL) wells in an industry standard 96-well plate footprint, the Krystal 24 provides a large surface area per well, enabling unmatched cell growth. Constructed in ultrapure grade polystyrene, Krystal 24 microplates are tissue-culture treated to ensure optimal cell growth and attachment. Precisely manufactured to ANSI/SLAS microplate dimensions, the microplates are fully compatible with all commercially available plate readers, robotic sample processors, and automated liquid handling systems. The plate edges and lids are designed to reduce evaporation, and the raised well rims reduce the risk of cross contamination. The unique Krystal 24 design also provides the convenience of direct measurements on bottom reading spectrophotometers and inverted microscopes. For sensitive fluorescence measurements, the black Krystal 24 plate provides the all-absorbing background needed to minimize background interference. The opaque white Krystal 24 plate maximizes reflectivity enabling even weakly emitting luminescence assays to be routinely undertaken.

PORVAIR SCIENCES
For info: +44-(0)-1372-824290 | www.porvair-sciences.com

FRESH HUMAN PANCREATIC ISLETS
The new Clonetics Fresh Human Pancreatic Islets possess a guaranteed quality with each batch tested for quantity (total IEQ), viability, purity, and sterility. They can be used in a variety of research areas including islet cell transplantation, insulin production, cell metabolism, immunosuppression, and other metabolic disorders. Some of the major challenges within diabetes research are the acquisition and availability of high-quality islet cells. Researchers now have easy access to islets to support research in long-term islet grafting survival, prevention of islet rejection, and prevention of adverse effects from immunosuppressive drugs.

LONZA BIOSCIENCE
For info: +41-(0)-61-316-81-11 | www.lonza.com

CELL METABOLISM ANALYZER
The Seahorse XFe Extracellular Flux Analyzer measures the two major energy pathways of the cell—mitochondrial respiration and glycolysis—in a microplate, in real-time. The XFe Analyzer and stress test kits have standardized the measurements of mitochondrial dysfunction and glycolysis, enabling scientists to better understand the connection between physiological traits of cells with genomic and proteomic data. The XFe Analyzer and stress test kits are the gold standard platform for metabolic assays in neuroscience. The XFe Analyzer is able to identify mitochondrial dysfunction and subtle changes in neuronal cell metabolism before the development of observable neurodegeneration. The XFe Analyzer sets a universal standard for acquiring and reporting cell metabolism data. It enables cloud-based sharing of the elements and protocols of metabolic experiments, affording new users and experts the opportunity to collaborate and accelerate their research.

SEAHORSE BIOSCIENCE
For info: 800-671-0633 | www.seahorsebio.com

COOLED SPECIMEN CLAMP
The Cool Cut specimen clamp maintains block temperature for more consistent, better quality sections. Paraffin wax continues to be the most popular tissue-embedding medium, due to its low cost and ease of use, facilitating long-term storage of the embedded tissue blocks. To promote good ribbon generation, the paraffin block needs to be sufficiently hard to enable the sections to be cut on the microtome. This is routinely achieved by placing the paraffin blocks on ice, cooling both the tissue and the wax to a similar consistency and swelling the tissue to make it easier to section. As the block heats up, however, the paraffin softens and expands, resulting in corrugation and variations in the consistency of the sections, rendering some unsuitable for use. The Cool Cut Clamp is a pelting-cooled specimen clamp, which helps to address this issue by maintaining the paraffin block at a suitable temperature for sectioning for a prolonged period.

THERMO FISHER SCIENTIFIC
For info: 800-522-7270 | www.thermoscientific.com/pathology

CARBON DIOXIDE SENSOR
A new carbon dioxide (CO₂) sensor combines precise and reliable determination of dissolved CO₂, with the performance benefits of Intelligent Sensor Management. The new InPro 5000i is a fully sterilizable and autoclavable in-line CO₂ sensor. The sensor’s membrane provides an excellent barrier against volatile organic acids, ensuring errorless measurement. The InPro 5000i’s modular design makes maintenance and spare part replacement fast and convenient. The ideal housing for the sensor is the retractable InTrac 797 as its integrated flushing chamber allows easy sensor calibration and cleaning, even during a running fermentation. The InPro 5000i is the latest member of the Intelligent Sensor Management (ISM) family of sensors and transmitters. ISM is a digital platform for analytical measurement solutions. ISM’s predictive diagnostic tools constantly monitor the InPro 5000i’s “health” so that it can be easily determined if the sensor can be safely used for the next fermentation run.

METTLER TOLEDO
For info: 800-638-8537 | www.mt.com/CO2

Electronically submit your new product description or product literature information! Go to www.sciencemag.org/products/newproducts.dtl for more information.

Newly offered instrumentation, apparatus, and laboratory materials of interest to researchers in all disciplines in academic, industrial, and governmental organizations are featured in this space. Emphasis is given to purpose, chief characteristics, and availability of products and materials. Endorsement by Science or AAAS of any products or materials mentioned is not implied. Additional information may be obtained from the manufacturer or supplier.
WEBINAR
Microscopy in Focus
The Art and Science of Image Quality

THURSDAY, MARCH 7, 2013
9 a.m. UK, 10 a.m. CET, 5 p.m. China,
6 p.m. Japan, 4 a.m. Eastern US

An on-demand recording will be available
soon after the live event.
Register now at webinar.sciencemag.org!

High-resolution microscopy has become a
widespread and ubiquitous technology in
most life science laboratories and high-quality
images have become an essential part of many
publications. Technology such as confocality
can enhance image contrast by eliminating out
of focus light, but this is often at the expense
of signal intensity and increased phototoxicity.
In this webinar, our experts will discuss the
benefits and challenges of confocality, compare
and contrast it with other technologies such as
deconvolution, and provide advice on which
technology is best for which application.

During this webinar, our viewers will:

- Obtain an overview of confocal microscopy
  and its application in basic research
- Learn about technologies such as
deconvolution, which can help to preserve
maximum light input and provide better image
quality
- Receive advice on best practices for obtaining
  the best quality images, regardless of the
technique used
- Have their questions answered live by our
  respected thought leaders!

SPEAKERS

Jason Swedlow, Ph.D.
University of Dundee
Dundee, Scotland

John Murray, M.D., Ph.D.
Indiana University
Bloomington, IN

Paul C. Goodwin, M.Sc
GE Healthcare
Issaquah, WA

Sponsored by

Brought to you by the
Science/AAAS Custom
Publishing Office
Illuminate Cancer Biology

The complexity of cancer systems biology requires innovative tools for interrogating the signaling pathways responsible for oncological transformation. Promega’s integrated tools for reporter gene analysis assure biologically relevant results in cancer research.

FuGENE® HD
The next generation transfection reagent, effective on almost every cell type with virtually no cell toxicity

ONE-Glo™ + Tox
Multiplexed reporter gene analysis with off-target toxicity detection in the same well

New! NanoLuc™ and pGL4 Tox Vectors
Introducing NanoLuc - the brightest, smallest, luciferase available - plus a new line of pGL4 response element vectors for mapping oncological pathways

To get a FREE sample of any one of these reagents, visit: www.promega.com/pathwaybiology